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Advetion properties of passive partiles in ows generated by point vorties are onsidered.
Transport properties are anomalous with harateristi transport exponent µ ∼ 1.5. This behavior is
linked bak to the presene of oherent fratal strutures within the ow. A frational kineti analysis
allows to link the harateristi transport exponent µ to the trapping time exponent γ = 1+µ. The
quantitative agreement is found for dierent systems of vorties investigated and a lear signature
is obtained of the frational nature of transport in these ows.
I. INTRODUCTION
One area extensively studied in the last twenty years
is the phenomenon of haoti advetion [1℄-[9℄. This phe-
nomenon results from the haoti nature of Lagrangian
trajetories and enhanes the mixing of traers in lami-
nar ows. Indeed in its absene the mixing relies on the
less eient moleular diusion. Hene, its appliations
are important in geophysial ows where adveted quan-
tities vary from the ozone in the stratosphere to various
pollutants in the atmosphere and oean, or suh salar
quantities as temperature or salinity. This growing in-
terest in geophysial ows inreases the relevane of two-
dimensional models and more speially the problem
of advetion in a system with many vorties [10℄-[16℄.
Moreover, dierent observations and numerous models
have shown that the transport of adveted partiles is
anomalous and an be linked to the Levy-type proesses
and their generalizations [17℄-[21℄. Another peuliarity
of two-dimensional worlds is the presene of the inverse
energy asade in turbulent ows, whih results in the
emergene of oherent vorties, dominating the ow dy-
namis [22℄-[28℄.
In order to takle this problem and espeially the
anomalous features, our approah has been gradual and
the present work ompletes a series of papers [29℄-[34℄,
whih onsists of gradual suessive steps of dynami-
al investigations of transport in two-dimensional ows.
We restrited ourselves to a relatively simple model, and
performed a thorough analysis of the dynamis of tra-
ers. This approah allows to infer some properties of
the kinetis whih atually govern transport. To settle
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for a model, we reall that systems point vorties have
been used to mimi the dynamis of nite-sized vorties
[35℄-[37℄, and mention that the evolution of 2D turbu-
lene after the emergene of the vorties has been su-
essfully desribed by puntuated Hamiltonian models
[28, 38, 39℄. Moreover, noisy point vortex dynamis have
been reently used to desribe exat unstationnary two-
dimensional solution of the Navier-Stokes equation [40℄.
Therefore, despite their relative simpliity, it was lear
that systems of point vorties managed to apture some
of the essential features of two-dimensional ows, it there-
fore seemed natural to onsider these systems as the basis
for our investigations.
In the following we investigate the dynamis as well as
the advetion properties of point vortex systems, more
speially we address the problem with 3 point vorties
as well as systems of 4 and 16 vorties. A system of three
point-vorties is integrable and often generate periodi
ows (in o-rotating referene frame)[41℄-[45℄. We then
an investigate the phase spae of passive traers with
Poinaré maps. A well-dened stohasti sea lled with
islands of regular motion is observed, among these are
speial islands known as vortex ores surrounding eah
of the vorties. The non-uniformity of the phase spae
and the presene of islands of regular motion within the
stohasti sea has a onsiderable impat on the transport
properties of suh systems. The phenomenon of stikiness
on the boundaries of the islands generates strong mem-
ory eets and transport is found to be anomalous. On
the other hand, the motion of N point vorties on the
plane is generially haoti for N ≥ 4 [46℄-[48℄. The peri-
odiity is lost when onsidering a system of four vorties
or more, but snapshots of the system have revealed the
ores surrounding vorties are a robust feature [49℄-[50℄,
the atual aessible phase spae is in this sense non uni-
form and stikiness around these ores has been observed
[33℄. In fat, a rened analysis has revealed that in sys-
tems of 4 vorties and more the ores are surrounded by
2oherent jets, within whih little dispersion ours and
thus whih give rise to anomalous transport properties
[34℄.
The goal of this paper is to propose a unied view
of transport properties in these system of vorties. In
Se. II, we start to reall briey the general equations
governing dynamis of point vorties as well as passive
traers. We then desribe with more details the motion
of vorties and traers for some spei ases. We start
with integrable systems of vorties namely, a system with
three idential vorties, and a system of with two identi-
al vorties and one of the opposite sign, a system whih
allows to set up parameters in order to set the motion
of the vorties on a ollapse ourse. We then onsider a
system of four and sixteen idential vorties. In Se. III
we investigate the transport properties of adveted par-
tiles in these systems and measure the typial transport
exponent, nally in Se. IV we develop on the frational
aspets of transport and link its anomalous features to
the fratal nature of the topology of the ow.
II. POINT-VORTEX AND PASSIVE TRACER
MOTION
A. Basi Equations
Systems of point vorties are exat solutions of the
two-dimensional Euler equation
∂Ω
∂t
+ [Ω,Ψ] = 0 (1)
∆Ψ = Ω , (2)
where Ω is the vortiity and Ψ is the stream funtion.
The vorties desribe the dynamis of the singular distri-
bution of vortiity
Ω(z, t) =
N∑
α=1
kαδ (z − zα(t)) , (3)
where z loates a position in the omplex plane, zα =
xα+iyα is the omplex oordinate of the vortex α, and kα
is its strength, in an ideal inompressible two-dimensional
uid. This system an be desribed by a Hamiltonian of
N interating partiles (see for instane [51℄), referred to
as a system of N point vorties. The system's evolution
writes
kαz˙α = −2i
∂H
∂z¯α
, ˙¯zα = 2i
∂H
∂(kαzα)
, (4)
where the ouple (kαzα, z¯α) are the onjugate variables
of the Hamiltonian H . The nature of the interation de-
pends on the geometry of the domain oupied by uid.
For the ase of an unbounded plane, the resulting om-
plex veloity eld v(z, t) at position z and time t is given
by the sum of the individual vortex ontributions:
v(z, t) =
1
2pii
N∑
α=1
kα
1
z¯ − z¯α(t)
, (5)
and the Hamiltonian beomes
H = −
1
2pi
∑
α>β
kαkβ ln |zα − zβ| (6)
The translational and rotational invariane of the Hamil-
tonian H provides for the motion equations (4) three
other onserved quantities, besides the energy,
Q+ iP =
N∑
α=1
kαzα, L
2 =
N∑
α=1
kα|zα|
2. (7)
Among the dierent integrals of motion, there are three
independent rst integrals in involution: H , Q2 + P 2
and L2; onsequently the motion of three vorties on the
innite plane is always integrable and haos arises when
N ≥ 4 [43℄.
The evolution of a passive traer is given by the adve-
tion equation
z˙ = v(z, t) (8)
where z(t) represent the position of the traer at time t,
and v(z, t) is the veloity eld (5). For a point vortex sys-
tem, the veloity eld is given by Eq. (5), and equation
(8) an be rewritten in a Hamiltonian form:
z˙ = −2i
∂Ψ
∂z¯
, ˙¯z = 2i
∂Ψ
∂z
(9)
where the stream funtion
Ψ(z, z¯, t) = −
1
2pi
4∑
α=1
kα ln |z − zα(t)| (10)
ats as a Hamiltonian. The stream funtion depends on
time through the vortex oordinates zα(t), implying a
non-autonomous system.
Due to haoti nature of the evolutions we rely heav-
ily on numerial simulations. The trajetories of the
vorties as well as those of the passive traers are in-
tegrated numerially using the sympleti sheme de-
sribed in [52℄ and whih has already been suessfully
used in [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34℄.
B. 3-Vortex systems
A general lassiation of dierent types of three vor-
tex motion, as well as studies of speial ases were ad-
dressed by many authors [41, 43, 44, 45℄. Among the dif-
ferent possibilities quasiperiodi motion of the vorties is
found generially for solutions for whih the motion of the
vorties is bound within a nite domain. We onsider two
dierent type systems. On one hand we onsider a system
with three idential vorties (see [29℄), in this setting the
two extreme regimes for the advetion pattern of strong
and weak haos an be investigated with good ontrol
and analytial expression of vortex ore is given. On the
3other hand in order to stress our results we onsider also
3-vortex systems in the viinity of a onguration leading
to nite time singular solution. Indeed three vorties an
be brought to a single point in nite time by their mu-
tual interation. Aref [42℄ points out that this result was
already known to Gröbli more than a entury ago. This
phenomenon, known as point-vortex ollapse was studied
in [41, 45, 53, 54℄. Thus, under ertain onditions, whih
depends both on the initial onditions, and the vortex
strengths, the motion is self similar, leading either to the
ollapse of the three vorties in a nite time, or by time
reversal, to an innite expansion of the triangle formed
by the vorties. Let us re-derive these onditions of a
ollapse or an innite expansion. For a system of three
vorties in an unbounded domain, the invariane of the
Hamiltonian (6) under translations allows a free hoie
of the oordinate origin, whih we put to the enter of
vortiity (when it exists), the angular momentum in a
frame independent form is then rewritten as:
K =
[(∑
i
ki
)
L2 − P 2
]
(11)
=
1
2
∑
i6=j
kikj |zi − zj |
2
(12)
The rst ondition is immediate as for a ollapse to our
the frame independent angular momentum (11) has to
vanish. For the seond ondition we look for onditions
resulting in a sale invariant Hamiltonian. With suh
spirit let us divide all lengths by a ommon fator λ in
the Hamiltonian H . We readily obtain H ′(λ) = H +
(
∑
kikj) lnλ, we then obtain the ollapse onditions:
K = 0 ,
∑
i
1
ki
= 0 , (13)
i.e, the total angular momentum in its frame free form
and the harmoni mean of the vortex strengths are both
zero (13). Near a ollapse onguration, the two ondi-
tions (13) allow two dierent ways to approah the sin-
gularity. Namely, we an hange initial onditions whih
hanges the value of K, or hange the vortex strength
and modify the harmoni mean. These lead to dierent
types of motion whih have been lassied and studied
in [31℄.
In all onsidered ases, the relative vortex motion is
periodi, i.e. the vortex triangle repeats its shape after a
time T . This does not imply a periodiity of the absolute
motion, sine the triangle is rotated by some angle Θ
during this time. In general, Θ is inommensurate with
2pi, rendering a quasiperiodi time dependene of zl(t).
Let us onsider a referene frame, rotating around the
enter of vortiity with an angular veloity Ω ≡ Θ/T. In
this o-rotating referene frame, vorties return to their
original positions in one period of relative motion T , their
new oordinates
z˜ ≡ z e−iΩt ,
are periodi funtions of time. In the o-rotating frame
the advetion equation retains its Hamiltonian form with
a new stream funtion Ψ˜. In this frame Ψ˜ is time-periodi
(Ψ˜(z˜, ˜¯z, t+T ) = Ψ˜(z˜, ˜¯z, t)) and well-developed tehniques
for periodially fored Hamiltonian systems an be used
to study its solutions [29℄. Note, that the one-period
rotation angle Θ is dened modulo 2pi, making the hoie
of the o-rotating frame non-unique.
Anomalous properties of traer advetion in a ow gen-
erated by the motion of three idential vorties were an-
alyzed in [30℄. The vorties were initialized with suh
initial onditions reating a large region of haoti traer
motion. The struture of the haoti region is quite om-
plex, with an innite number of KAM-islands (stratied
with regular trajetories) of dierent shapes and sizes
embedded into it. To visualize these strutures, we on-
strut Poinaré setions of traer trajetories (in the o-
rotating frame). A Poinaré setion is dened as an orbit
of a period-one (Poinaré) map Pˆ
Pˆ z0 = z˜(T, z0) = e
−iΘz(T, z0) (14)
where z˜(t, z0) denotes a solution z˜(t) with an initial on-
dition z˜(t = 0) = z0. Plots of Poinaré setions for three
idential vorties in the strong haoti regime as well as
for a system near a ollapse onguration are shown in
Figure 1 . We reall that vortex and traer trajeto-
ries were omputed using a sympleti Gauss-Legendre
sheme [52℄. The exat onservation of Poinaré invari-
ants by the sympleti sheme suppresses numerial dif-
fusion, yielding high-resolution phase spae portraits.
The Poinaré setions are presented in the Figure 1
show an intriate mixture of regions with haoti and
regular traer dynamis, typial for periodially fored
Hamiltonian systems. All three phase portraits share
ommon features with the advetion patterns: the
stohasti sea is bounded by a more or less irular do-
main, there are a islands inside it, where the traer's
motion is predominantly regular. In partiular, all three
vorties are surrounded by robust near-irular islands,
known as vortex ores. An expression of the radius of the
ores is omputed when the vorties are equal [29℄, and
the minimum inter-vortex distane through time provides
as well a good upper estimate of the ore radii (see for
instane [32, 49℄), this estimate proves also to be quanti-
tative in a four vortex system [33℄ as well as in 16-vortex
systems[34℄.
C. 4 and 16-vortex systems
Due to the generi haoti nature of 4-point vortex
system, understanding the vortex motion neessitates a
dierent approah than for integrable 3-vortex systems.
For idential vorties it is possible to perform a anonial
transformation of the vortex oordinates [47℄. For a 4-
vortex system, this transformation results in an eetive
system with 2 degrees of freedom, providing a oneptu-
4Figure 1: Poinaré Map for strongly haoti system (upper
plot) and the system in the lose to ollapse onguration
(lower plot).
ally easier framework in whih perform well dened two-
dimensional Poinaré setions an be performed [33, 47℄.
To summarize the results obtained in [33, 47℄, the motion
is in general haoti, exept for some speial initial ondi-
tions, for instane when the vorties are forming a square
the motion is periodi and the vorties rotate on a irle,
then symmetri deformation (z3 = −z1 and z4 = −z2) of
the square lead to quasiperiodi motion (periodi motion
in a given rotating frame).
As a prerequisite to our investigations on the advetion
of passive traers, a basi understanding of the vortex
subsystem behavior is neessary. For this matter, an ar-
bitrary initial ondition of the 4-vortex system is hosen,
although the Poinaré setion is omputed and the de-
sired generi haoti behavior veried [33℄. As we evolve
from the 4 vortex system to 16 vorties the phase spae
dimension is onsiderably inreased and due to the long
range interation between vorties (see the Hamiltonian
6) the energy does not behave as an extensive variable.
Thus, in order to keep some oherene between the four
vortex system and the sixteen vortex one, we hose to
keep the average area oupied by eah vortex approx-
imatively onstant. The swith from 4 to 16 vorties
an then be thought of as inreasing the domain with
non-zero vortiity while keeping the vortiity uniform
within the path. The initial ondition is hosen ran-
domly within a disk and there is no vorties with lose
neighborhood to avoid any possible fored pairing. After
that all position are resaled to math the ondition of
uniform vortiity.
We shall now onsider some spei behavior of these
haoti dynamis, namely the phenomenon of vortex
pairing. The simulations performed in [33, 34℄ indiate
that long time vortex pairing exists, in fat the forma-
tion of long-lived triplet (a system of 3 bound vorties) is
also observed [34℄, and thus the relevane of three vortex
systems is onrmed. In fat, the formation of triplets
or pair of vorties onentrates vortiity in small regions
of the plane and in some sense is reminisent of what is
observed in 2D turbulene. However, sine no quadru-
ples (or even larger lusters) are observed, we may spe-
ulate that this onentration of vortiity is intimately
linked to the dynamis and long memory eets asso-
iated with stikiness. Indeed this phenomenon an be
thought as stiking phenomenon to an objet of lesser
dimension than the atual phase spae with some on-
straints: the objet is reahed by generating subsystems
(2 and 3 vortex systems) whose integrability is a good
approximate for a fairly long time. For omparison we
mention that a typial time of an eddy turnover used in
[12℄, orresponds to a time of order ∆t ∼ 1 − 5 in these
systems while triplets and pairing are typial times are
at least 2 orders of magnitude larger.
We have now a suient knowledge of the dynamis of
the haoti vortex systems, and move on to the behavior
of passive traers generated by these ows. For the sys-
tem of 4 point vorties, suessive snapshots have shown
that passive traers an stik on the boundaries of ores
and jump from one ore to another ore during a pairing
or esape from the ore due to perturbations . The fat
that a traer is able to esape from a ore means that
the surrounding regions of the ores are onneted to the
region of strong haos. The results presented in [33℄ in-
diate that these regions mix poorly with the region of
strong haos. One way to trak this phenomenon is to use
Finite-Time Lyapunov exponents (FTLE) and to elimi-
nate domains of small values of the FTLE [50, 55, 56℄.
One these exponents are measured from traers' traje-
tories whose initial onditions are overing the plane, a
salar eld distributed within the spae of initial on-
ditions is obtained and the two dimensional plot of the
5Figure 2: Loal snapshot of the system of 16 vorties with
9.104 traers. The vorties are loated with the + sign. We
an see the ores surrounding the vorties.
Figure 3: Four onseutive snapshots for the four vortex sys-
tem and 1000 partiles. These orrespond to four onseu-
tive pairing. Traers are initially plaed around one vortex.
As pairings our, some jump from a vortex ore to another
where they remain after. While the vortex-pairing ours
some partiles also esape from the ores. We notie that af-
ter four pairings all ores have been ontaminated and are
populated with traers originating from the rst ore, while
about 10% of traers have esaped from the stiky region sur-
rounding the ores.
salar eld reveals regions of vanishing FTLE, namely
the ores surrounding the vorties and the far eld re-
gion. The ores are thus regions of small FTLE, meaning
that two nearby trajetories are bound together for long
times, and this despite the ore's haoti motion. These
properties reveal typially a sharp hange of the traers
dynamis as it rosses from the region of strong haos to
the ore.
III. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
A. Denitions
In general the deterministi desription of the motion
of a passive partile in the haoti region is impossible, a
loal instability produes exponential divergene of tra-
jetories. Even the outome of an idealized numerial
experiment is non-deterministi, indeed in this situation
round-o errors are reeping slowly but steadily from the
smallest to the observable sale. The long-time behav-
ior of traer trajetories in the mixing region is therefore
studied using a probabilisti approah. In the absene
of long-term orrelations, a kineti desription, whih
uses the Fokker-Plank-Kolmogorov equation and leads
to Gaussian statistis, [57℄ works fairly well for many
situations. Yet in the present ase, the topology of the
advetion pattern (Fig. 1) and the trapping of traers
in the neighborhood of ores (see Fig. 3) indiate that
anomalous statistial properties of the traers should be
expeted. The singular zones around KAM islands and
the ores give often rise to a stikiness phenomenon and
produe long-time orrelations, whih result in profound
hanges in the kinetis. In some ases these memory ef-
fets an be aounted for by the modiation of the dif-
fusion oeient in the FPK equation [58, 59℄, but often
their inuene is more profound [20, 30, 32, 34, 55, 60℄,
and leads to a super-diusive behavior with faster than
linear growth of the partile displaement variane:
〈(x− 〈x〉)2〉 ∼ tµ , (15)
the transport exponent µ exeeds the Gaussian value:
µ > 1.
For all onsidered ase, the vorties are moving within
a nite domain. It is thus important to dene what quan-
tities will be measured to haraterize the transport prop-
erties of the system. There has been evidene in [50℄ of
radial diusion, but the diusion oeient D is vanish-
ing as R → ∞ with typial behavior D ∼ 1/R6. In the
ase of more than four vorties we an still expet a sim-
ilar type of behavior. However the region far from the
vorties is of little interest when one want to address the
transport properties of typial geophysial ows and the
most relevant is the region being aessible to the vorties
also alled the region of strong haos. In the 3-vortex
systems the question is even more ruial as the aessi-
ble domain of traers (the haoti sea) redues to a nite
region surrounded by a KAM urve. One way around
this nite domain problem is to fous our interest on the
harater of traer rotation, and for that matter, we de-
ne its azimuthal oordinate in the enter of vortiity
referene frame
θ(t) ≡ Arg z (16)
6to be a ontinuous funtion of time, i.e. θ(t) ∈ (−∞,∞)
keeps trak of the number of revolutions performed by
a traer. However for many vorties we hoose another
quantity, namely we onsider traer transport by mea-
suring the arlength s(t) of the path traveled by an indi-
vidual traer up to a time t. The arlength s(t) writes
si(t) =
∫ t
0
vi(t
′)dt′ , (17)
where vi(t
′) is the absolute speed of the partile i at
time t′. The main advantage of this quantity is that it
is independent of the oordinate system and as suh we
an expet to infer intrinsi properties of the dynamis.
The main observable harateristis will be moments of
the angle θ(t) or distane s(t):
Mq = 〈|xi(t)− 〈xi(t)〉|
q〉 , (18)
where i orresponds either to the i-th vortex or a traer
in the eld of 3, 4 or 16 vorties and x stands for s or θ.
The averaging operator 〈· · · 〉 needs a speial omment.
Expeting anomalous transport one should be ready to
have innite moments starting from q ≥ q0. To avoid any
diulty with innite moments we onsider trunated
distribution funtion, whih was disussed in details in
[61℄ and allows to satisfy the physial restrition of a nite
veloity and and the nite time of our simulations. This
ondition atually put some onstraints on the maximum
meaningful value q∗ of q , and beyond q∗ the moments
are basially monitoring the population of almost ballisti
trajetories.
Up to the mentioned onstraints, we will always on-
sider the operation of averaging to be performed over
trunated distributions. In this perspetive all moments
are nite and one an expet
Mq ∼ Dqt
µ(q) , (19)
with, generally, µ(q) 6= q/2 as is expeted from nor-
mal diusion. The nonlinear dependene of µ(q) is a
signature of the multifratality of the transport, . For
more information on the appearane of multi-fratal ki-
netis and related transport see [62, 63℄. Some authors
use the notion of weak (µ(q) = const · q) and strong
(µ(q) 6= const · q) anomalous diusion [55, 56℄ or strong
and weak self-similarity [64℄.
Reently [55, 56℄, two types of anomalous diusion
were distinguished by the behavior of the moments,
and the notion of weak and strong anomalous diusion
[55, 56℄ or identially strong and weak self-similarity [64℄
introdued. When the evolution of all of the moments
an be desribed by a single self-similarity exponent ν
aording to
µ(q) = ν · q (20)
refers to weak anomalous diusion, whereas the ase
when ν in (20) is not onstant, i.e.
µ(q) = qν(q) , ν(q) 6= const (21)
is named strong anomalous diusion. This distintion
is important sine in the weak ase the PDF must evolve
in a self-similar way:
P (x, t) = t−νf(ξ), ξ ≡ t−ν(x− 〈x〉) (22)
whereas non-onstant ν(q) in (21) preludes suh self-
similarity (see also the disussions in [30, 32℄ for details
about the non self-similar behavior).
In all our simulations, the results show that the trans-
port of traers in point-vortex systems is strongly anoma-
lous and super-diusive, hene to avoid redundany we
graphially only present the transport properties of pas-
sive traers obtained for a 3-point vortex ow in Fig. 4.
The behavior for the other onsidered systems is very
similar, namely our results show, that for all onsidered
systems µ(q) is well approximated by a pieewise linear
funtion of the form:
µ(q) =
{
νq for q < qc
q − c if q > qc
(23)
where c is a onstant, and q∗ is the rossover moment
number.
Even though we only onsidered few dierent initial
ondition for the dierent vortex system, it is reasonable
to assume that the transport properties obtained for suh
systems are fairly general sine all give the same kind
anomalous behavior with a transport exponent more or
less around µ(2)± 1.5.
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Figure 4: The exponent µ(q) versus the moment order q for
the angle distribution (〈|θ(t)− θ(t)|q〉 ∼ tµ(q)) is plotted for a
3-point vortex system (t > 1.5 105). We notie two linear be-
haviors:
{
q < 2 , µ(q) = 0.75q
q > 2 , µ(q) = 1.04q − Cte
. Vortex strengths
are (−0.3, 1, 1). The period of the motion is T = 17.53.
7IV. FRACTIONAL ASPECTS OF TRANSPORT
A. Poinaré Reurrenes and trapping times
exponent
The origin of the anomalous transport properties an
be linked bak to the intermittent harater of traer mo-
tion. This phenomenon is haraterized by an anomalous
distribution of reurrenes of the Poinaré map of traer
trajetories for the three vortex systems, or the alge-
brai deay of the density of trapping time within jets
in many vortex systems. To dene reurrenes, we take
a region B in the haoti sea, and register all returns of
a Poinaré map trajetory into B. The length of a reur-
rene is a time interval between two suessive returns.
The distribution of the reurrene times does not depend
on the hoie of the trajetory in the haoti region, in
dynamial systems with perfet mixing this distribution
is Poissonian but the Hamiltonian systems with oexist-
ing regular and haoti motions exhibit a power-law tails
in the distribution. Reurrene distributions for traers
in three vortex systems show that all distributions have
long tails, indiating, that between the returns traers are
being trapped in long ights of highly orrelated motion.
Long reurrenes are distributed aording to a power
law
P (τ) ∼ τ−γ (24)
The measured values of the exponent γ in Refs.[30, 32℄
are all around:
γ ∼ 2.5. (25)
The value of the deay exponent γ does not depend on
the hoie of the domain B as long as it is taken in the
well-mixed region, away from the KAM-islands.
In order to establish the origin of the long reurrenes
the orresponding Poinare yles (i.e. parts of the map
orbit between the returns) are plotted olor-oded by
the reurrene times τ , see Fig. 5 (only the yles with
τ > 104 ≫ 〈τ〉 ≈ 850 are shown). The orbits of the long
yles are onentrated at the boundaries of the haoti
sea, around the islands of regular motion and at the
external boundary. The longest reurrenes (shown in
red) orrespond to the trajetories that penetrate deeply
into the hierarhial island-around-island strutures, see
Fig. 5. This phenomenon, known as stikiness (of KAM
island boundaries) introdues long orrelations to the
traer motion and leads to anomalous kineti properties
of haoti trajetories. Another way to haraterize this
stikiness phenomenon using distribution of time aver-
aged speed has been used in [32℄, typially eah stiky
zone orresponds to a speial time averaged speed dif-
ferent than the whole phase spae average, hene stiky
portions of partiles trajetories an be identied (see
Fig. 5).
When dealing with more than three vorties the
haoti nature of the vortex systems does not allow to
Figure 5: Visualization of the fratal origin of anomalous
transport in three vortex ows. The partiles whose trajeto-
ries have longest return times penetrate deeply into the hier-
arhial island-around-island strutures (upper plot). Stiki-
ness to islands orresponding to dierent type of harateris-
ti average speed reveals the multi-fratal nature of transport
(lower plot).
use the Poinaré map. However we an irumvent this
problem by atually notiing that when dealing with
more pratial situations, we are faing a oarse grained
phase spae, and eah point is atually a ball from whih
innitely many real trajetories an depart. Given this
fat we an imagine that two nearby real trajetories di-
verge exponentially for a while but then get loser again
without atually going to far from eah other, a proess
whih may happen over and over in the ase of stikiness
observed around islands in three vortex systems. From
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Figure 6: Tail of the distribution of trapping time intervals
∆t . We notie a power-law deay, with some osillations.
Typial exponent is ρ(t) ∼ t−γ with γ ≈ 2.823.
the oarse grained perspetive those two real trajeto-
ries are idential. We then an infer that there exists
bunh of nearby trajetories whih may remain within a
given neighborhood for a given time, giving rise to what
is ommonly alled a jet [34, 65℄. Note that the stikiness
to a randomly moving and not well determined in phase
spae oherent struture imposes existene of jets, while
the opposite may not be the ase.
To atually measure the jets properties of the system,
we use the following strategy. Let us onsider a given
trajetory r(t) evolving within the phase spae. For eah
instant t, we onsider a ball B(r(t), δ) of radius δ entered
on our referene trajetory. We then start a number of
trajetories within the ball at a given time, and measure
the time it atually takes them to esape the ball, and
have then aess to trapping time distribution whih is
plotted for a system driven by four vorties in Fig. 6
and log-log plot learly shows the power-law deay of the
trapping times, with typial exponent γ = 2.82.
B. Jets and stikiness
Given the trapping time distribution it is possible to
ompute a distribution of nite-time Lyapunov exponent
(see [34℄), whih identies a threshold σD∗ and allows
to dynamially detet a jet. Two dierent types of jets
are identied, namely slow jets evolving in the region
far from the vorties as well as fast jets loalized on the
boundaries of vortex ores. These last jets are profoundly
inuened by the phenomenon of vortex pairing, and this
phenomenon is at the origin of some mixing as it atually
leads to the division and merging jets (see Fig. 3).
This loalization of the jets onrms the results al-
ready illustrated in Fig. 3 that the boundaries of the
ore exhibit the stikiness. However we insist on the fat
that the stikiness of the system has been onrmed by
looking for jets. In this sense the method used is rather
general, and ould be applied to other Hamiltonian sys-
tems.
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Figure 7: Relative evolution of a traer with respet to an-
other within a long lived jets loated in the far eld region of
the ow generated by four vorties. The distribution within
the jets is gives rise to an hidden order organized as ma-
troshkas (a nested set of jets with inreasing radii).
We now fous on the inner struture of the jet, a rst
plot of the evolution of a relative position of a traer with
respet to another traer's position while both are within
a jet. A plot of suh struture is presented in Fig. 7,
where we disover a ne struture formed by a hierarhy
of irular (tubular) jets within jets. This last struture
found for a 4-vortex system, we also looked at a jet in a
system of sixteen vorties. The results are plotted in Fig.
8, where the relative position of the ghost (relative traer)
is olored dierently for dierent time periods of the life
of the jet. We an see that eetively the nested set of jets
within jets remains, and that the ghosts is also spiraling
bak and forth in between. We also see the ghost going
bak very lose to the traer. This hierarhial struture
is also reminisent of the disrete renormalization group,
and we speulate that log-periodi osillation desribed
in [66℄ should be observed.
C. Kinetis
In some of the previous publiations (see, for exam-
ple, [17, 67, 69, 70℄) it was learly indiated that the
properties of anomalous transport are sensitive to phase
spae topology. More speially, if we use the frational
kineti equation [57, 67℄ in the form
∂βP (θ, t)
∂tβ
= D
∂αP (θ, t)
∂|θ|α
(26)
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Figure 8: Jet struture for a long lived jet loated in the
region of strong haos for a system of 16 vorties. The ol-
ors are haraterizing dierent moments of the life of the jet
orresponding to approximatively equal time intervals. They
hronologially range as yan<blue<green<red<magenta.
We see a similar struture of jets within jets as observed in
Fig. 7, and the traer spiraling bak and forth between them.
to desribe distributions P (θ, t) of rotations over angle
θ, then the transport oeient D and exponents (α, β)
depend on the presene of dierent strutures suh as
boundaries of the domain, islands, antori, et.
The aption 5 shows that stikiness of trajetories to
spei strutures ours with a lamentation of stiky
domains along stable/unstable manifolds. In fat, dif-
ferent stiky domains generate dierent intermittent se-
narios with some assoiated values of (α, β) [67, 69℄. As
a result, the real kinetis is multi-frational and an be
haraterized by a set of values of (α, β) or, more pre-
isely, by a spetral funtion of (α, β) in the same sense as
the spetral funtion for multi-fratals [71, 72, 73℄. The
Figure 5 haraterizes the fat that trajetories, stiking
to dierent strutures (islands), have dierent angular
veloities. Due to this, dierent asymptoti to the distri-
bution funtion P (θ, t) and dierent values of (α, β) will
appear for dierent time intervals. In other words, for
a onsidered time interval one an expet a spei in-
termediate asymptoti for P (θ, t) and, orrespondingly,
dierent pairs (α, β). Dierent lasses of universality for
the values (α, β) were disussed in [69℄. We will now
remind the onsequenes of some of these results.
Multiplying (26) by |θ|α and integrating it over |θ| we
obtain
〈|θ|α〉 ∼ tβ (27)
or, in the ase of self-similarity the transport exponent µ
from the equation
〈|θ|2〉 ∼ tµ (28)
an be estimated as
µ = 2β/α (29)
Expression (28) should be onsidered with some reserva-
tions sine the seond and higher moment may diverge.
It was shown in [74℄ that under speial onditions the
exponent γ for the trapping time asymptoti distribu-
tion ψ(t) ∼ τ−γ an be linked to fratal time dimension.
Moreover, γ is related to the kineti equation (26) as [67℄
β = γ − 1 . (30)
For the spatial distribution of partiles, the simplest
situation ours when the diusion proess is Gaussian
for whih α = 2. When a hierarhial set of islands is
present, α an be dened through saling properties of
the island areas. In the onsidered situation the random
walk is more or less uniform in the regions where tra-
jetories are entangled near stable/unstable manifolds.
That means that we should expet that the value α ∼ 2
provides a good estimate. Finally, we arrive to:
µ = 2β/α ∼ γ − 1 . (31)
This last result is onrmed by all our observations for
the dierent vortex systems studied in [30, 32, 34℄. We
need to omment that it is not worthwhile to try to obtain
µ with a high auray sine a spei value of µ has no
meaning due to multi-fratal nature of transport [69℄.
In fat, we an be even more preise, as the exponent
γ an be estimated to γ ≈ 2.5 leading to µ ≈ 1.5, whih
is a good approximation of the dierent observed values
given the multifratality of the transport. We shall not
reprodue here the estimation of γ (see for instane [32,
69℄ for details), but the idea revolves around the presene
of an island of stability leading to ballisti or aelerator
modes within the island.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper the dynamial and statistial properties
of the passive partile advetion in ows generated by
three, four and sixteen point vorties has been reviewed.
The goal of this work was to provide qualitative insights
on general transport properties of two-dimensional ows,
more speially geophysial ones, imposed by the topol-
ogy of the phase spae. The system of 16 vorties an be
onsidered as a fairly large system while the 3-vortex one
is the minimal one with non xed distanes between the
vorties. Strong vortex-vortex orrelation are observed.
These orrelations manifest themselves the formation of
long lived pairs of vorties, triplets. Sine these stru-
tures are integrable, we an speulate that this form
of stikiness ours by forming quasi-integrable subsets.
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The transport of passive traers is found to be anoma-
lous and super-diusive in all investigated situation with
a harateristi transport exponent µ ≈ 1.5. This phe-
nomenon is explained by the existene of oherent jets ,
whih are loated in the stiky regions.
These jets and stiky region exhibit a omplex fra-
tal strutures in Figs 5, 7 and 8, and are responsible for
the anomalous behavior. Indeed hene the power law be-
havior observed in Fig. 6 haraterize the exponent γ
for trapping time, and the similarly power-law tails have
been observed for Poinaré reurrene times distribution
in three vortex systems [30, 32℄. In all situation we ob-
serve an exeptional agreement with the γ ≈ µ(2) − 1
relation resulting from the kineti analysis performed in
Se. IV. Hene sine the notion of jet is quite general, we
an say that the anomalous diusion nds its origin in the
existene of jets typially found around oherent stru-
tures (islands and ores). Moreover we an aess the
transport properties of the global ow by simply gather-
ing esape time data from these oherent jets and using
the equation (31) resulting from the frational kineti
equation (26).
We therefore emphasize that the present work by ana-
lyzing the role played in transport by the dierent fratal
strutures involved in our model-ows and by expliitly
giving a typial value of the seond moment exponent as
well as the trapping time exponent should be of interest
for the analysis of more realisti and ompliated systems
involving many vorties and oherent strutures suh as
geophysial uid dynamis.
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